OPEN HUB MED

OPEN HUB MED is an opportunity for the whole telecommunication world, bringing Italy in
the middle of one of the wealthiest areas of the Internet submarine paths.
OHM is the sum of creativity, long-term vision, collaboration, development and innovation.
It was built and strongly wanted by companies that in the last two decades participated to
the evolution and openness of the telcos market.
We are writing a new chapter of the Italian and International telecommunications history.”
Valeria Rossi CEO of Open Hub Med

Open Hub Med (OHM):the result of a strong will
to build the first neutral and open hub in the mediterranean area
Members:
EOLO (eolo.it)
Equinix Italia (equinix.com)
Fastweb (fastweb.it)
Interoute (interoute.com)
In-Site (in-site.it)
Italtel (italtel.com)
MIX (mix-it.net)
RETELIT (retelit.it)
SUPERNAP Italia (supernap.it)
VueTel Italia (vuetelitalia.it)
XMED Consortium (Sicily)

An open Exchange in the heart of
the Mediterranean

Open Hub Med offers to all international telecommunications operators and
OTTs a multistakeholder model for the exchange of internet traffic in the
heart of the Mediterranean sea.
OHM approach is significantly different from other initiatives currently taking
place in the area and is based on principles of actual openness and neutrality.

OHM MISSION

to relaunch the role of Italy in the International Telecommunication
environment
to offer interconnection&peering services to MED countries in a very
neutral location /country
to reduce traffic latencies among MED countries networks and between
MED and EU networks
to open and to improve the transit/capacity market towards Italy and EU
to reduce data transport costs within Italy

“Our participation in Open HUB MED represents a safe and flexible entry point to develop
EOLO’s ultra broadband wireless network in Sicily and in the South of Italy.
We appreciate the consortium model as it ensures neutrality and the largest openness to
all the operators fitting perfectly the next infrastructures ultra broadband projects
promoted by the Italian Government.”
Luca Spada – President of EOLO SpA

“ Open Hub Med will be able to compete against Marseille as a possible aggregation hub for the
Mediterranean area data traffic, starting out as a disaster recovery center and a possible
second route to and from Northern Europe, and later evolving to become its reference hub.
This will benefit Equinix business in Italy in two ways: by developing a local data center hub
catering to content providers, cloud providers, OTT, and international carriers; and by greatly expanding the data center business in Milan.”
Roberto Cazzetta — Marketing Director Equinix Italia

Naturally Privileged…
Sicily and Italy have a natural geographic privileged position with
regard to the wet capacity in the MED area
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...OHM offers privileged terrestrial paths

implementing a unique international access platform
offering the same neutrality, reliability, and security levels of
Marseille
interconnecting its Palermo Carini datacenter and other submarine
cables landing stations in Sicily and Bari
providing high speed optical fibre terrestrial paths to Milan

“ Fastweb has decided to invest in the Open Hub Med consortium in order to contribute to the
creation of a high quality technological hub in Palermo. The development of the entire
country’s economy hinges on the quality of the technological infrastructure and we
consider Open Hub Med as a central tool to ensure Italy a key position on the international
communications map.”
Fabrizio Casati Chief Wholesale Officer of Fastweb

“ In INTEROUTE’s vision Open Hub Med represents the real and natural access door to Italy
and the rest of Europe for the internet traffic coming from Asia, Middle East and Africa.
With the continuous growth of Internet traffic volumes, the choice to locate a neutral and
open Hub in the heart of the Mediterranean will facilitate the development of a new Internet
ecosystem characterized by diversified and more direct paths, lower latency and costs. Interoute’s pan European fibre backbone will be available to all operators and OTT directly
from the OHM premises in Sicily.”
Simone Bonannini Country Manager Interoute SpA
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Peering @ OHM…

MILANO

The variety of operators involved in OHM’s
management and the participation of the Milan
Internet Exchange (MIX) represent an additional
guarantee in terms of competitiveness, openness
and secure management of in-transit data (no
single control).

OHM

“ ITALTEL has chosen to be a technology partner of OpenHubMed making available an area
at its Palermo Carini Research Center, strategically positioned at the center of the
Mediterranean Sea. The relevance of this initiative is bound to the principles of actual
openness and neutrality offered to every network provider. It also paves the way to the
digital transformation and the development of an ultra-broadband infrastructure that
Italy is carrying out as indicated by the European Commission digitization plans.”
Stefano Pileri CEO Italtel S.p.A.

“ “Open” is the keyword underwriting the whole Internet ecosystem.
Wherever many heterogenous players cohabit, multiple services will always be offered, a
competitive market will thrive and therefore customers of TLC, data center, interconnection
and peering services will flock.
wherever an Internet Exchange Point like MIX is present, with its proven history of neutrality
and cost-orientation, there is guarantee of an open and sustainable ecosystem.
OHM makes all this happen in Sicily, this wonderful island which, up to now, despite its
strategic position, has been bypassed by the international routes of data on fiber optics.
An epochal change has been set in motion.”
Joy Marino President of MIX S.r.L.

Ohm Facilities

Based in Italtel’s
research center
in Carini-Palermo,
OHM data centre
represents the
first neutral and
independent
technology facility in Southern Italy.
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It’s dedicated to the
housing of high-tech equipment of Telcos, IP operators,
OTTs, Content and Cloud Providers as
well as private companies and public sector entities servers.

Data Center Development plan

1000 mq (upgradable up to 4000 mq)
2000 KVA of power (upgrad. up to 4000KVA)
ISO14001 certified factory
Iso 2700I certification
Military Grade fencing

“Joining OHM confirms Retelit’s intention to invest in strategic technological and digital
hubs. Thanks to the presence in Sicily with OHM we can offer international operators a
range of routes and more competitive infrastructural solutions, contributing, in addition,
to a new international telecommunications set up which confirms the central role of Italy
and the Mediterranean. Retelit has chosen to invest in the Open Hub Med Consortium and
contribute to develop a successful and cutting-edge high quality technological hub in
Southern Italy and in a pivotally located city such as Palermo”.
Federico Protto, Chief Executive Officer and General Manager of Retelit

“ The opportunities available as a result of the creation of Open Hub Med are boundless. This
neutral hub benefits both its founding members and their customers by offering higher capacity, faster connectivity, and an all-around better path of communication, thereby positioning
Italy as a strong competitor in the Mediterranean. OHM enables SUPERNAP Italia to extend its
unparalleled colocation data center ecosystem in Siziano/Milano to clients not only in Italy
but also far beyond.”
Philip Thomè V.P. South Europe and Nord Africa of Supernap International

“ The challenge launched by Open Hub Med is ambitious. Insite has decided to meet the
challenge and wants to offer all of its know-how in the planning of highly technological infrastructures. Insite's main aim - Insite has been chosen by the Consortium as the
designer of the Carini area - is to give added value to the Consortium and to enable it to
grow and prosper ”
Pietro Matteo Foglio, CEO & Founder In-Site

“ Italy and Sicily are a major intersection node of global submarine fiber cables
networks and strategically positioned in the Mediterranean area; VUETEL ITALIA
strongly believe in Open Hub Med project because of same vision and objective since its
creation: build digital bridges to and from Africa and the rest of the world.”
Giovanni Ottati President of Vuetel Italia S.p.A.

ohm services

colocation and housing
meet-me-room and cross-connections (local private peering)
back haul to the main landing stations in Italy
local peering and remote peering with all MIX members in Milan
multivendor transport and IP transit to Milan, Europe and beyond

Open Hub Med - Location

Distance from motorway - 800 mt
Distance from underground - 2,5 Km
Distance from the rail station - 2,5Km
Distance from the airport - 8Km
Distance from Palermo centre - 25Km
Distance from the fire station - 3Km
Open Hub Med DC - SS113 Bivio
Foresta Carini, PA - 90044

“ Xmed has chosen to be a member of OpenHubMed to give back to Sicily the historical
role of bridge between Italy and Europe, Africa and Middle-East, also in the digital
world.”
Salvatore Badalamenti Founder member of XMED

“We believe that capability, security and resilience are the essential features required to
address the increase of the internet traffic, particularly in an area such as the
Mediterranean - a crossroads of submarine cables connecting India, the Middle and Far East
to Africa, Europe, South and North America.
Open Hub Med Board of Directors

Open Hub Med
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